Welcome to the spring 2015 edition of the
NRHRC newsletter. It would seem that winter is
loosening its grip and that we can finally go
outside without worrying about frost bite. The
club has a very busy and fun year planned for
our membership in 2015. So please take a
moment to review our calendar of events so as
not to miss any opportunities to enjoy the sport
we all love so much.

NRHRC Begins a New Year

Welcome to the new BOD for the 2015 club
year. The Bod does a tremendous amount of
work behind the scenes to make sure that our
events run as smoothly as possible and we
thank them for stepping up and helping to
make our club the best it can be.

New Club Joins the NAHRA Family,
By Larry Housman
With spring finally arriving NRHRC would like to
welcome the new Eastern Shore Retriever Club
into the NAHRA family. Formed by several longtime NAHRA and NRHRC supporters, including
folks who have judged for us over the years,
such as Larry Housman, Dave Mellender, Jim
Hundemer and Roy & Diane Sheppard, the club
will be holding their first test near Onancock,
Virginia the weekend of April 17-19.
The event will be a double Started/Hunter and
triple Intermediate/Senior. Both Started/Hunter
stakes will be run concurrently first thing
Saturday morning, so if you are running a young
dog this is an opportunity to get both tests done
in one day and save the extra night in a motel.
There will be a special award for the youngest
handler in each lower stake, and if no handler is
under 18, then for the handler of the youngest
dog in the stake. If you are only running
Intermediate or Senior, those tests on Saturday
will not start until the conclusion of the ST/HTR
tests, probably not until after 10AM, so if you
are not running the Friday IN/SR test you’ll have
time to come down from NJ Saturday morning
and save a Friday night hotel expense.

The test is now open for entries on
HuntSecretary.com so please try to enter early
and often. Onancock is about 4 hours from
Colliers Mills so it is only a little longer of a drive
than to Northern Piedmont or Hudson
Highlands, and considerably shorter than to the
rest of the clubs in the East Region.

The tests will be conducted on 4 adjoining farms
so for the most part, once you park your vehicle
you won’t have to move it again until you are
ready to go home. Almost 6 acres of ponds and
upland cover were constructed specifically for
dog training, using funding from the US
Department of Agriculture, so attending the
test will give you an opportunity to directly
benefit from your hard earned tax dollars – how
often can you say that at a hunt test?!

Judges will be the always popular Tom and
Karen Johnston, Tony Carlo from New York,
Dave Mellender from Virginia, our own Wayne
Howell and a very special judge we were lucky
to get, Dick Ofstedal from Minnesota. Dick is
one of the most sought after judges in the MidWest Region and we really appreciate his offer
to come at his own expense and judge for us.
He and the other judges will have at least 400
decoys at their disposal, including 200+ snow
goose decoys, as well as a fully fueled tractor
and bush hog with carte blanche to use them as
they wish since it is all private land, so I can
safely say that the tests they set up are going to
be memorable.

NRHRC JUDGES/HANDLER CLINICRodger Parkhurst
The weekend of February 14th and 15th found
us in record setting cold and an unpredictable
snow storm. It was also a weekend found a mix
of Navesink members and out of state guests
attending our NAHRA Judges Handlers clinic.

NAHRA Judges must attend a sanction Judges
clinic every 3 years to retain our credentials.
Many of our Navesink Judges were due in 2015
so it was decided last year that we would host a
clinic. It was also decided that we would open
the clinic up to handlers so they could learn
how and why our Judges make the decisions we
do.

Saturday found our members and guests inside
Assunpinks club house. Our guest presenter E.
Region Director Tom Rourke led the clinic in a
round table fashion. While he presented the
material to be covered he encouraged everyone
to ask questions and share examples.

Sunday morning found all of us braving the
elements to observe various test set ups. Then
back inside to warm up and share concepts and
ideas.
The clinic was a resounding success. Just as we
had hoped the handlers brought with them
questions that caused our Judges to think about
the concepts we use and revisit the rule book a
little deeper. In return the handlers were able
to hear our Judges talk about past tests and
concepts which went long to explaining what
we look for when judging handler-dog teams.
Everyone left with wider eyes having learned a
bit more about each other’s role in the NAHRA
game.
These clinics are not the only opportunity for
our handlers to pick at our Judges brains. At
every Navesink training session you will find at
least one or two of your fellow members that
are also NAHRA Judges. Seek us out ask the
questions you have about the rules and
concepts that we may use when Judging your
dog. We are all willing to share what we have
learned.
Our in house Judges are Debbie and Robin
Brennan, Jan Easterbrook, Larry Housman, Tom
Moore,Jeff Reibling Joe VanderWeide, Paul
Zurka and yours truly.
See you in the field
Dogs to the line

Judges clinic classroom session led
by Tom Rourke.

2015 NAHRA Invitational,
By Larry Housman
The preparations for the 2015 event, to be held
August 5-8 in Baldwinsville, NY are coming
along well. As you've already heard, the judges
have been selected, and will be headed by our
own Debbie Brennan, ably assisted by John
Gilbert from Spokane, Washington, and Kody
Bull, from Palmer, Alaska. Entries will open on
line on April 1st, and the early bird deadline has
been extended to June 1st, although the
Invitational Committee would appreciate early
entries, both for planning purposes as well as
cash flow issues (Debbie doesn't come cheap
you know!). If you aren't qualified yet, you can
go ahead and enter at the early bird rate, and if
your pup doesn't qualify by June 29th you will
get a full refund.

Merchandise items for pre-sale should be
available in May, and the hats and tee shirts are
always sought-after items.

Even if you don't have a dog ready to run, think
about coming up for a day or two to help out.
There is often some financial assistance
available to workers, and you'll never have a
better opportunity to see dozens of NAHRA's
finest in action, all at one time.
So whether you are running or working,
Baldwinsville is the place to be the first week in
August - I hope to see you there!

Let’s travel to a test- Rodger
Parkhurst
This May our Club will be hosting a double
every stake test. At the same time we will be
hosting NAHRA’s East Regional test. This is a
great opportunity for our members to meet
handlers from our sister clubs from Vermont to
Virginia. Now is a great time to meet new
friends in the dog world.
The reason I am writing about this now is I want
all of our members and especially our new
members to take the time to meet our fellow
NAHRA members that travel to support us. So
that we may be encouraged to do the same and
support their clubs tests.
Many of our sister NAHRA clubs are within a
short drive and have some wonderful members
that make any test event a party. Whether or
not Summer took home a ribbon. I have never
been to another clubs test when I did not
completely enjoy myself.
You do not need to travel alone. Your fellow NR
members that travel to these other clubs often
link up and caravan to an event. Or meet and
gather together on the test site. Many times I
have seen our pop-up tent encampments
dominate the landscape. As we share test
advise, stories, food and a lot of laughter.
Navesink River HRC is fortunate enough to brag
one of the biggest membership rosters in
NAHRA. However many of our nearby sister
clubs are struggling to host NAHRA tests. They
need our test entry support.

So take the time to go to our NAHRA web site.
Look under events and training.
http://nahra.org/events-a-training/list-ofevents.html Find a club test nearby. Find some
other Navesink friends to travel with. Send in
your entry and go have the time of your life.
Up Coming NAHRA Events nearby-

April 10th – 12th Northern Piedmont RCNewville PA
April 17th – 19th Eastern Shore Retriever Club
Onancock VA
April 25th-26 South Western RC Ginter PA

NRHRC Hosts a Cold Start to the
Testing Season.
On March 28th and 29th NRHRC opened the
testing season with a double senior hunt test
just two weeks after our last snowstorm in the
region. Fortunately the temps warmed just
enough to erase our snow cover. This however,
revealed the extent of the controlled burning
performed by the state forestry service each
year as part of their spring cleaning of the
wildlife management areas. The Judges were
despite the handicap able to use their ingenuity
to find adequate grounds and put on some
interesting scenarios for our first test of the
season.
The tests went off smoothly no doubt a result of
all the efforts put in by our dedicated workers
without whom this test would not have been
possible. So a big thank you to team Navesink
for another great showing and we especially
pleased to see many of our newest members
helping out even though they were not running
dogs. Again Bravo

Hope to see you at the party.

Train safe- Dogs to the line.

The crew getting their marching order prior to
the Sunday Land series: photo courtesy of
Tony Carlo.

A look Back At The 2014-15 Hunting
Season

Joe vander Weide and Keefe Murphy at Bent
Creek
Opening day goose season waiting for the first
birds of the day.

Rudy in the Goose Blind waiting for the calling
to stop and the shooting to begin………..
Which led to a successful day. Good Job Tarka

Tarka vander weide with a Pheasant rooster at
Bent Creek Game preserve

Rye Leigh and Holly Alter at Colliers Mills and
rumor has it that they found 3 birds shot and
lost by other hunters. Great nose work guys

That’s all folks until next time keep checking back on our website for up to date
information on events.
http://www.navesinkriverhrc.com/

